HIKING EXPERIENCE
FURTHER OFF THE BEATEN TRACK
INCLUDED
xx 3 days with full board at Niehku Mountain Villa (breakfast buffet, warm lunch in the mountains, 4-course dinner) and
accomodation in double/twin room including full acess to our Sauna & Relax.
xx 2 days guided heli-hiking with local guide.
xx ½ day shorter hike on Sunday before departure.
xx All transports during days of hiking, including helicopter, rib boat etc.
xx Light Salomon daypacks and hiking poles to borrow.
THURSDAY
Arrival at Niehku Mountain Villa. Possibility to a short hike in the nearby area on your own before info meeting and dinner.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
With the helicopter we fly deep into the mountains and to hidden valleys way off the beaten track. Equipped with light
daypacks filled with warm lunch cooked in Niehku’s kitchen and clothes to keep us warm and dry we set off to explore.
Names like Vádvecohkka, Hoiganvággi and Abisko Alps are all names that every experienced ”fjällvandrare” (Swedish for
mountain hiker) dream about. We get to hike through the very heart of Swedish Lapland and places that are rarely visited
by humans. We stay flexible on our choice of itinerary, depending on weather, water levels and fitness of group.
On a normal day we leave Niehku Mountain Villa after breakfast at around 09.00 and are back just in time for a well earned
beer before sauna and dinner. With the off-the-beaten-track formula you will get two unforgettable days heli-hiking, where
we get both flown out and picked up by helicopter, which means that we reach places that few others do. Be prepared for
around 6 hours of hiking in average pace.
SUNDAY
Departure day. We are happy to take you on a short hike in the surroundings, depending on your departure time.
NOT INCLUDED
xx Travel to and from Niehku Mountain Villa.
xx Personal expenses (extra beverages, snacks, alcohol, massage etc.)

PRICE: 29 500 SEK
Price per person
The activities included in our heli hiking experiences might be cancelled or
changed on short notice due to difficult weather conditions.

